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The News'
Briefs
Detroit Symphony
flutist will give recital
Flutist Jeffrey Zook will
give a guest recital at 8 p.m.
Oct. IS, in Bryan Recital
hall of the Moore Musical
Arts Center. Currently the
solo piccoioist with the Detroit Symphony Orchestra,
Zook began his formal
study of music at the Interlochen Arts Academy. He
continued his studies at the
University of Michigan and
earned the coveted recitalist's diploma from the
Royal Academy of Music in
London. Since 1992 he has
served as a flutist and piccoioist with the DSO.
Zook has won prizes in a
number of competitions including the National Concerto Competition, sponsored by General Motors
and "Seventeen" magazine
and the National Flute Association young Artist
Competition. He also was a
finalist in the 1991 Concert
Artist Guild New York
Competition.

Couple sentenced
for fatally abusing
3-year-old

COLUMBUS-A couple
wept as they were sentenced for fatally abusing a
3-year-old who wouldn't eat.
Patrick Bourgeois, 25,
and girlfriend Tracy Lynn
Bratton, 23, both of Columbus, pleaded guilty In
Franklin County Common
Pleas Court Monday to one
count each of involuntary
manslaughter.
Prosecutors agreed to
dismiss five other counts.
Judge Nodine Miller sentenced each to a term of
seven to 25 years.
Assistant Prosecutor Robin Rader said Patrick
Bourgeois Jr. had refused
to eat and bit Bratton's foot.
Bourgeois slapped the child
and went to work, Rader
said.

Later, Bratton called
Bourgeois home because
the child again refused to
eat. She had pulled him
from the floor by his ears
and bit him on the back of
the neck, Rader said.
Rader said that when the
boy attempted to bite his
father on the hand, he was
struck three times by Bourgeois, who also bit the boy
on his back.
The boy's hands and ankles were bound with medical tape and the couple put
him in bed about 10:30 p.m.
They awoke later and found
he was turning blue. They
ripped off the tape and
summoned paramedics. The
boy later died.
"This young couple was
ill-equipped to respond appropriately to the behavior
of this young boy," defense
attorney Kirk McVay said.
Former state trooper
faces murder charges

Former trooper
jailed
MARIETTA, Ohio - A
former state trooper of the
year was In jail Tuesday
after he was returned from
West Virginia to face a
murder charge in his wife's
death.
Bond was set at $500,000
for Jack McCrady II, 31, of
Belpre, during an appearance Tuesday in Marietta
Municipal Court. He was
being held in the Washington County jail.
A preliminary hearing is
scheduled for Monday.
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Future unclear
for University
flight program
Jay Young
The BC News
A faculty task force is in the
process of making a recommendation to determine if the
University Aerotechnology Program will ever accept students
again.
Admissions to the program
were suspended last April by
Tom Erekson, dean of the College
of Technology, because of financial problems.
President Sidney Rlbeau said
no students will be admitted until
the study is complete.
"They won't admit people until
this is straightened out," Ribeau
said. "If it is a positive review
then they would admit them for
the 1997 fall semester. If it's not,
then the program wont continue."
Erekson said the faculty are
needed to make a recommendation to him that will be
forwarded to Provwt Charles
Middleton and the president.
"The programs in curriculum
are really faculty-based and need
faculty Involvement," Erekson
said. "The major focus I've
charged them to look at Is to look
at the quality of the program,
past and present, and can we
maintain a quality program."
Students already enrolled were
told last spring they would be
able to complete the program.
Middleton said current students
will be able to finish, regardless
of the study results.
"The University has an obligation to complete the program for
those students who are in it and
then to use the resources somewhere else," Middleton said. "If
you discontinue any program you
have to either continue it for the
students who are In It, or you
have to find another alternative

"If you discontinue
any program you
have to either
continue it for the
students who are in
it, or you have to find
another alternative
so that they can get
they're degrees
appropriately
elsewhere."
Todd Yeu.g/Tk* BC New

Provost Charles
Middleton

Rick Taylor, senior political science major, speaks with Drew Yesso, sales associate for the Key
Bank Corporation, at the career fair Tuesday In the Lenhart Grand Ballroom. Companies from
around the area participated, providing students educational and employment opportunities.

so that they can get they're degrees appropriately elsewhere."
Middleton said he will be gathering opinions from other institutions about the program.
"I'm looking at getting some
•xtsrrial expert and getting
their advice on where we arc and
where we need to go to make
ours among the best in the country," Middleton said. "I intend to
call a handful of people at places
where the program Is first rate
and where I know somebody
there personally, and ask for
their counsel on how to proceed."
Erekson said outside advice
can be helpful in such a situation.
"Oftentimes when you want to
look at the quality of a program,
those who are directly involved
in the program may not be as objective as those on the outside
may be," Erekson said.
Rlbeau said a final decision on
the program should be made by
the end of the semester.
In the spring Erekson cited a
$75-90,000 deficit as the main
reason for the cancellation of the
program.

Career fair held for
students, employers
Maureen Barry
The BC News
University students introduced themselves to professionals from more than 130 organizations at the career fair
Tuesday.
Jahi Gye'Nyame, a representative from career services,
said the fair offered students a
diverse range of career interests.
The employers ranged from
Prudential and American
Greetings to the Center of Science and Industry.
"This fair has a wealth of opportunity for internships and
full-time employment," Gye'-

"This fair has a
wealth of opportunity
for internships and
full-time
employment."

should notice the transition
from their majors to the skills
they possess.
More than 250 recruiters
searched for candidates to fill
many positions.

Julie Holbein, recruiter for
COSI, said education, finance,
clerical and technical positions
Jahi Gye'Nyame should be filled when the
Career Services representative Toledo COSI opens in March.
"Bowling Green is an excellent source of candidates,"
Nyame said.
Holbein said.
He added that students learn
According to Steve Grim, a
which employers attend the senior criminal justice major,
fair and the majors to which the fair gave students a chance
to see various job opportunithese employers relate
Gye'Nyame said students ties.

Court allows evidence Senate to vote
Judge permits photo array in abduction trial OTL TieW CigendCL
Joi Boyle
The BC News
A crucial piece of evidence in
the abduction trial of serial rapist Eric B. Pearson was allowed
to be admitted into court Tuesday, as a jury was seated for today's trial.
Wood County Common Pleas
Court Judge Gale Williamson allowed a photo array into evidence, claiming the defense gave
him no reason to dispute the integrity of the item.
A photo array is a series of
photographs of similar-looking
subjects compiled by police and
then shown to a crime victim for
purposes of Identification.
The victim of the September
1993 abduction testified today
that she in fact picked Pearson,
43, from the lineup almost immediately.
"After about 10 seconds, I
picked the third one," the victim
said.
The third picture was a shot of
Pearson.
Defense attorney Stanley Needles questioned the procedure
the victim went through with
police, attempting to see if she
had been led to pick Pearson's
picture.
Needles asked the victim if
Bowling Green Police Detective
Ken Fortney had told her about

Darla Wamock
The BC News

The BC NCWIUM B.ylt

Eric Pearson, of Arlington, Ohio, writes in his notebook Tuesday as a
Jury I* selected In his trial. Pearson Is charged with the 1993 abduction
of a University graduate.
Pearson, or the fact he was being
investigated in connection with
the Aug. 1993 rape of a University student.
"He said they arrested somebody for a case similar to mine
and wanted to know if I could
pick somebody out of some pictures," she said.
However, she noted, Fortney
never named who the suspect
was or gave any details as to how
the cases were similar.
Earlier Tuesday, Needles and
Wood County Prosecutor Alan
Mayberry Interviewed a pool of

30 potential jurors at length
Williamson told the jurors
after 12, plus two alternates, had
been selected that this was a
"particularly long" jury selection, at just over six hours.
A typical jury selection is
about three hours long, he said.
Several excused jurors expressed concern about the nature
of the case - one person's word
against another's.
"I cannot possibly convict in
such a case," one man said to
See Pearaon, page three.

A new agenda proposed by the
Senate Executive Committee to
increase senator attendance will
be voted on by the Faculty Senate
Nov. 5.
The alternative agenda would
switch new business with committee reports, aimed at prioritizing the order of business.
The change of the agenda was
proposed by the Amendments
and Bylaws Committee in an attempt to curb the poor attendance within the Faculty Senate. Lack of regular attendance
has caused a delay in Senate
business, forcing new policies to
be made.
Hal Lunde, Faculty Senate
chairman, explained he is relying
on the Senate to understand the
importance of their role. He said
the decision to alter the agenda
rests with the senators.
However, he added if something
is not changed the results of the
Faculty Senate will decrease.
Although Lunde said he is not
worried about the status of the
Faculty Senate, he said he would
like to see things move along a
little more quickly.
"I would appeal to the judgment of the senators," Lunde
said. "I do not think it will ham-

per the Senate for the rest of the
year."
The aim of the resolution is to
begin improving the attendance,
without taking away from the
normal business of the Senate.
Senate Executive Committee debated whether their approach to
the attendance decrease was appropriate.
Ben Muego, a member of SEC,
told the committee the problem
needs to be solved by looking at
what has happened in the past
and viewing it from a different
perspective.
"I wonder if we are approaching it the wrong way," Muego
said. "I feel I have to speak at
this. There is no excuse."
Other suggestions made were
to lengthen the meeting, take attendance near the end of the
meeting to curb those who leave
early and limit the length of debate.
"Look at it in perspective,"
Muego said. "The same people
are leaving over and over."
Lunde said the reaction of the
Senate is difficult to see, but he
said he believes there are often
legitimate reasons for absences.
"It's hard to forecast what will
happen," Lunde said. "But a
number of people are disappointed."
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Education wanted, not flood lights
This Is in response to the letter to the editor column. Wednesday, Oct. 2. Ms. Rogozinski said "others" and "many people" feel students are pathetic,
lazy and should feel ashamed and embarrased for not
attending the football game against Central Michigan
University. Our first question is, who are those "others" and "many people" that think we're pathetic and
lazy? I've never heard anyone say "those BGSU students are Just plain pathetic. I've never seen anyone
so lazy." It is such a generalization to say that about
students. The definition of lazy, according to Webster,
means "unwilling to do work; slow-moving." That has
nothing to do with attending a football game. Who
says school spirit lies within a football game? There
are so many activities, groups and organizations,
students can be a part of to have school spirit. To
name a few: UAO, theatre, intramurals, club sports,
other varsity sports, sororities and fraternities, residence life, and student government. Also, as for hardworking students, we are sure a portion of their time
is spent studying on the weekends.
Although we support many BGSU athletics and
associations, students are not able to attend all of
the activities. Please know that we are not putting
football down by any means. We would also like to
see more students attend football games. The reason
the majority of them don't is not because they are
pathetic and/or lazy.
As for the comment about deserving to wear a
shirt, sweat-shirt, etc.. students spend anywhere from
$6,000 to $13,000 (out-of-state) a year on tuition to
attend this university. I think we sure do deserve to
wear a piece of clothing that says BGSU on It. The
next time you want to criticize about students, try to
put all factors into consideration.
Heather Rahnenfuehrer
Junior
Business Education

Once again, the University
administration has fooled the
members of the BGSU community Into thinking that they deserve their Inflated salaries.
One needs only to examine the
list of recent construction
projects to see the misguided
efforts of our leaders.
Campus safety Is a good
place to start. Whenever President Rlbeau or any of his
friends announce Improvements In safety, the accompanying press release Invariably
ticks off a list of numbers. An
Increase In the number of lights
or emergency phones or police
Is mentioned, with the Implication that these additions will secure the safety of the students.
I. for one, would like to see
the statistics that prove that
more lighting translates Into a
safer campus. As a recent letter to The Newa stated. "All
additional lighting will do is
make you feelsafer while someone assaults you." The more I
thought about the point being
made by the author of the letter, the more I started to agree
with its conclusion. I decided
to look further Into the matter.
One of the key objectives
of campus safety is to decrease
or eliminate rape. However, according to a study commissioned t>y Ms. magazine, more
than 80 percent of victims knew
their attacker prior to being
raped. Government data indicates that for every reported

endling
rape. 3 to 10 go unreported.
This Is the type of crime
that all the lights and personal
entry devices in the world will
not prevent. Imagine this toocommon scenario: After a few
drinks, a female Invites a male
friend to her room. Things get
out of hand, leading to an unwanted sexual encounter. In
other words, rape.
So Instead of say. mandatory seminars for both men
and women on how to deal with
the opposite sex. we get
$500,000 worth of light bulbs.
People tend to latch onto material things, and when a student complains about safety,
the Presidents' office can respond with: "In the last year,
we placed three dozen more
lights on campus..." It Is much
harder for us to grasp the effects of education, even though
educational programs have
been shown to be effective in
preventing social problems.
So now we can see why
everyone from President Rlbeau
to the Graduate Student Senate would prefer the permanent
illumination of Bowling Green
to actual but abstract Improve-
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ments In campus safety. This
Is by no means the only area of
misguided efforts, however.
I am still puzzled by the
need for a pedestrian mall outside of the Union. For months
now, we have been inconvenienced by this particular University brainstorm. The old
Union Oval did its Job quite
nicely. Perhaps the same people
who feel the urge to drape the
campus In artificial lighting
thought the students could
benefit from another slab of
concrete. A more likely explanation is the need for a flagship
project that is completely ornamental. And what Is the reason
behind this need? When the
time comes to drum up alumni
contributions, the President's
office can say: "We Just completed a new pedestrian mall..."
Again, less tangible but
more beneficial University goals
are subverted for useless campus "Improvements". Being a
realist. I Know that the focus of
administrative personnel from
here to Washington will always
be on the buildings rather than
the people Inside of them. I
would be almost satisfied, however, if the building projects and
employee efforts had any of effect on the life of the students.
Even when the University
does set out to Improve the
physical surroundings of actual
people, their efforts go awry.
A recent example Is the
renovation of Krelscner. About

$10 million In much needed
Improvements were made, yet
the building was barely ready
by the last week In August. The
computer lab finally opened up
on Sunday, a mere six weeks
Into the semester. The personal
entry system seems to change
Its rules on a dally basis, causing constant alarms to ring In
the hallways. The doorways
were so shoddlly made that a
friend of mine rarely bothers to
close and lock her door because
it's nearly impossible to open.
When Informing the people "in
charge", the response Is: "It's
at the top of our list..."
I suppose I am expecting
too much from an administration whose top priority seems
to be increasing attendance at
football games. Even thinking
as a realist, I have trouble swallowing the fact that I am less
important than pedestrian
malls and floodlights. Take
these examples as evidence of
the bureaucratic system swallowing education in America.
Dr. Rlbeau. forget about
pedestrian malls. Forget about
emergency telephones. Forget
about football games and kissing up to the alumni Improve
our education, and if you can't
do that, at least fix my door.
Mike Wendllng is the
Wednesday columnist for the
BG News. Questions, comments and oil for door hinges
can be sent to 210 West Hall or
mikewen@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
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Carla Karoub
Junior
Interpersonal Communication

The BG News
"A Commitment to excellence"
Editors
Jay Young
Netos editor

Scott Brown
Sports editor

Joe Boyle
City editor

Jim Barker
Managing editor

New laws clear roads of drunk drivers

Ever see an old movie
where the characters take a
drink of whiskey right before
leaving the bar as they say, "one
Tiffany Wendeln
Aaron Weisbrod
more for the road"? Having one
Copy Chief
more drink before you left the
Entertainment editor
warm comforts of the tavern to
head out Into the cold night to
Anna Wahrman
Blake Parkins
get up on your horse wasn't
Assistant copy chief
Assistant sports editoi such a bad Idea. Getting a little
tipsy before riding an animal
probably didn't do much harm
to anyone.
But when automobiles
Jennifer Apt
became the preferred mode of
Cathy Raidl
travel. It was a different story.
Brian Gallatin
Greg Schwitzgebel Operating heavy machinery
when you'd had too mulch to
drink wasn't quite so harmless.
Jeff Gayton
Erin Taylor
Trouble Is. old habits die
hard and It takes a while to
Ryan Kravitz
Jessica Wherry
change attitudes. We wasted a
lot of years watching too many
people die in alcohol-related
Margaret Kushlak
Carla Zvosec
accidents before we decided
that having "one more for the
road" wasn't an innocent act.
Copyright 1996 The BG News. Reprinting of any material In
None of us wants to be
this publication without the permission of The BG News Is strictly
killed or maimed by a drunk on
prohibited.
The BG News Is an Independent publication founded In 1920 the highway, and drunk driving is a practice most of us
and Is published dally during the academic year and
agree we'd Uke to see stopped.
Wednesday's In the summer.
Public education that decries
Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of the
the behavior helps. So do tough
student body, faculty or University administration Opinions
drunk driving laws, the kind
expressed In columns, cartoons and letters am not necessarily
that make people think twice
those of The BG News.
they get behind the
Letters Intended for publication must be 200-300 words long, before
wheel after they've had too
typed and Include the writer's name, phone number and Univermuch to drink.
sity affiliation. If any. The BG News reserves the right to edit any
In the past decade or so,
and alt letters.
legislatures around the counThe BG News encourages Its reader to notify the paper of
try started getting serious
any errors in stories or photograph descriptions.
about dealing moire firmly with
drunk driving. In Ohio, laws
210 West Hall
were passed that produced
Bowling Green State University
suffer penalties and higher
Bowling Green. OH 43403
fines for driving while intoxibgnews! 0 bgnel.bgsu.edu
cated. The aim of the legislation was to modify behavior, so
that people wouldn't take the
Penny Brown
Opinion editor

Production Staff

Hideki Kobayashi
Photo editor

Columnist
threat of a DUI so lightly.
In 1993. the Ohio General
Assembly enmacted comprehensive legislation to combat
drunk driving. Part of that legislation Introduced the "administrative license suspension"
IALS) which enabled police officers, on the spot, the driving
privileges of anyone who failed
a blood-alcohol test, or refused
to take one.
Depending on the circumstances, the suspension could
last from 90 days for a first-time
offender who fails a test, to up
to five years for a person who
refuses the test for a third time
in a five year span. In addition
to the immediate suspension.
the offender still faces DUI
charges and any fines and penalties that go with it.
Over the protests of those
who claimed that the ALS violated the Double Jeopardyt
Clauses of the Ohio and United
States Constitutions, the legislation passed and police were
given the power to suspend
drivers' licenses on the spot.
But the constitutionality of the
ALS was challenged In court.
Occasionally, when cases
come to the Supreme Court of
Ohio that are similar in nature,
they are consolidated so they
can be considered together.
Early this year, the cases of six
Ohio drivers who had lost their
licenses by ALS were consoli-

dated so we could issue a decision on the constitutionality of
the administrative license suspension.
The Double Jeopardy
Clauses of both the Ohio and
U.S. Constitutions essentially
state that no person shall Input in Jeopardy twice for the
same offense. That means a
person can't be prosecuted a
second time after being acquitted of a crime. It also means a
second prosecution for the
same offense after conviction is
prohibited. The Double Jeopardy Clauses also prevent multiple punishments for the same
crime.
The six drivers who were
before this court claimed that
once their licenses were suspended under the ALS provision of the law, to prosecute
them further for drunk driving
charges was, in fact, double
Jeopardy. After hearing the
cases, the court did not agree.
Based on prior decisions
of the U.S. Supreme Court. It
Is well accepted that sanctions
imposed In civil or administrative proceedings don't prevent
subsequent criminal prosecutions or punishments for the
same offense. But In a 1989
decision, the U.S. Supreme
Court did recognize that "a line
could be crossed" when civil
damage recoveries could become "punishments" for double
Jeopardy purposes.
The key factor to determine when that line has been
crossed Is Identifying the underlying nature of the proceeding — Is it a remedy or is it a
punishment? In our Instance,
we had to decide If the ALS was
remedial or punitive In nature.

The majority opinion, written by Chief Justice Thomas
Moyer. stated that an ALS is a
remedy to get the drunk driver
off the road immediately. Moyer
write. "Such a suspension
serves the remedial purpose of
providing interim protection of
the public during the period of
time required to obtain full and
fair adjudication of the driver's
guilt or innocence of criminal
drunk driving."
There were other aspects
of this case, but the determination that the ALS was indeed
not double Jeopardy was the
most Important. A number of
other cases around the state
that were held up pending our
decision can now be resofved.
Death on our highways is
so commonplace that we've become almost accustomed to it.
When an airplane goes down,
an investigation is launched,
saboteurs are suspected, and
airport security Is beefed up. No
such standards exist for auto
accidents. We accept a certain
number of traffic fatalities each
year as Inevitable.
But It doesn't have to be
that way. More attention to
safety features In auto design
has helped make cars less of a
death trap. Hopefully, auto
manufactures will continue
that trend.
Tougher drunk driving
laws have reduced the number
of senseless deaths, too. The
decision In this case supports
the tough laws and sends the
message that driving while
drunk Is not acceptable, and Is
something that society no
longer will tolerate.
Paul E. Pfelfer is a Justice
of the Supreme Court of Ohio.
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Shirt painters

CAMPUS
BLOTTER
■ Two feminine hygiene alarm went off. They said a piece
machines were broken into at of paper on their door was on fire
Memorial Hall Oct 7.
Oct. 4.
■ Two MAC soccer signs were
■ A University driver returned
stolen from the Mickey Cochran to find someone had walked on
soccer Held Oct. 7. The sign the roof of his car and poured
stealers have not been found.
liquid on it Oct. 4.
■ A local resident said
■ A former employee will not
someone moved her car in Lot 6 turn his keys into the office at
without her permission and put Mosley.
IS miles on it.
■ A local resident reported she
■ A local musician reported his
lost her University keys four "King" model saxophone was
weeks ago Oct. 7.
taken from the Music Building
■ A Rodgers resident reported Oct 3. The saxophone was valued
a gold necklace and gold wedding at $800.
band with a diamond and two
■ A local musician reported his
diamond chips stolen Oct. 6.
saxophone stolen from the Music
■ Two Rodgers residents said Building Oct. 2. The saxophone
they went to bed and the fire was valued at $2,500.

CITY

■

BLOTTER
■ Four intoxicated juveniles
were found Sunday in a Blue
Caprice in the lot behind Checkers.
■ At the BP on East Wooster
Sunday three males were reportedly harrassing a clerk by putting their faces against the glass
and acting obnoxious. One was
said to be wearing a red shirt and
hat, another wore a blue shirt and
tan pants. The alleged
window-smoochers were not located.
■ Sunday morning a man was
walking down Main Steet carrying a glass with "a green drink
stirrer and a reddish liquid inside." When asked if it was a
bloody mary in the glass the man
replied "Yes, sir, that's exactly
what it is. I'm not gonna lie to
you."
■ A man was found lying drunk
next to a dumpster behind Easy
Street Cafe Sunday morning.
Officers took the man home.
■ Sunday as he was walking
home, a man saw another man
wearing a dark ball cap chasing
two guys with a baseball bat who
had allegedly smashed out a car
window.
■ Early Sunday morning, seven people on Pisanellos' roof
were seen throwing objects at

passe rsby.
■ At the Buckeye Budget
Motor Inn, a woman reported
that while she was in Toledo for
the night someone had gone
through her belongings and stolen a purple robe and a peach
robe. She also claims that management is going through her
room every time she goes out.
■ Saturday a man called 911
because a person he was with in
the 300 block of South College
was smoking a cigarette. The
man was advised that he will be
arrested the next time he calls
for something that is not an
emergency.
■ A party Friday on North Enterprise was broken up due to
loud music and "rugby chants."
The residents agreed to end the
party.
■ A woman was arrested for
shoplifting at Kroger Friday. She
tried to lift three Camel filters
valued at $5.67, a pack of Marlboro Lights at $1.89, and a box of
Marlboro filters for $1.89.
■ Thursday a man got off a
Greyhound bus and didn't know
where he was or where he was
going. The man was taken to the
Link and then to the Cherry
Street Mission in Toledo.

Leah Martlndale, a freshman music education major, buys a
T-shirt for tie-dying yesterday outside student services. Tie-

BGSU hosts Hispanic Month
Forum provided to teach students about other cultures
Rochelle M. Converse
The BG News
Hispanic Heritage Month is a
time of celebration and provides
an educational forum designed to
provide Insights into the unique
contributions that Hispanics
have given to America.
Originally set aside by Congress as a week of cultural and
historical awareness of Hispanics, Hispanic Awareness Week
gained national recognition as a
month of celebration in 1989.
"Latino Heritage Month is not
necessarily geared for Latinos. It
is an educational tool designed to
teach the community at large
about other ethnic groups," said
Manuel Vadillo, associate director of Multicultural Affairs. "I
think that if we are truly college
students we should be in the
business of understanding the
world at large."
The Latino Student Union will

be hosting its eighth annual Hispanic Heritage Month this October and have planned a variety
of events for the University
community.
President of LSU, Bellanira
Vega said they try to include
events that will show the
different aspects of the Latino
culture.
"I think the community at
Bowling Green State University
benefits from it because they become aware of some of the issues
or some of the concerns that we
have as well as the culture and
events or traditions - so they become more aware of us Latinos
here on campus," Vega said.
Vega said the month is also an
educational time for Latino students to learn about each other.
"I think people find out a lot
about themselves and their culture and also as well as the other
cultures even though we are all
different Hispanic or Latino cul-

Scholarship scam preys on students
Sunnl DeNlcola
College Press Service
"Free money for college." Advertisements promising students
unclaimed scholarship funds can
be found stuffed in campus mailboxes, in school newspapers, on
billboards and on the Internet.
For struggling students, signing up with such scholarship
search services may be tempting
- but costly. This year thousands

of students will be scammed out
of millions of dollars by phony
scholarship search services, according to the Federal Trade
Commission.
As students become increasingly desperate to pay for the
high costs of college, they are
easy prey for these con artists
who promise to link them to unclaimed fortunes in scholarship
funds.

Sports, Memorabilia,
Hobbies and MORE...
GAMES
WORKSHOP
WARHAMMER • EPIC
NECROMUNDA
FREE DEMOS
Sol. 4 Sun. 1-5 p.m

Complete Line of Trains
•Bachman, Atlas, Alhearn.
plus more
•Authorized Lionel Dealer

CHECK IT OUT...

"Bogus scholarship search
services are just a variation on
the *you have won' prize promotion scam, targeted to a particualr audience - students and
their parents who are anxious
about paying for college," says
Jodie Bernstein, director of the
FTC's Bureau of Consumer
Protection.

SCALEXTRIC (Authorized Dealer)
• 40 ft. Rack Track
• Slot Cars

Magic The Gathering"
• Ice Age
4th Edition
NOW OPEN IN THE WOODLAND MALL
(419)352-6345

"Project $cholar$cam," under
which it filed charges in federal
district court against five companies.

"This is only the tip of these
out there," says Dana Lesemann,
an attorney with the FTC Bureau
of Consumer Protection. "The ultimate job Is for consumers to
educate themselves. There is
As part of a major crackdown, only so much law enforcement
the FTC last week announced we can do."

SUNDAY
ONLY
SPECIAI

2 LARGE PIZZAS

1045 N. Main St.

free 'Delivery

■ Limited time offer
Hours: SUN.-WED. 11-1 AM
THURS. 11-2 AM
No coupon necessary
FRI.&SAT. 11-2:30 AM
BG store ONLY

$100AnyOFF;:
$100
OFF:
Pizza or;
Cheese Bread
Not valid with \
»ny other often
No exp. data |

mnuSte^^

derstanding of other cultures.
"That's what we are trying to
do. We're trying to open up the
doors for everybody so we can
begin to learn from each other,"
Vadillo said.
Among the events occurring
through the month, motivational
speaker and writer Hi mi Ice
Novas will visit the University
Oct. 16.
Novas is a Cuban-American
who has completed decades of
research into the history of Latin
Americans in the United States
as well as the countries where
most Latin Americans come
from, Vadillo said.
On Oct. 21, "Chicano: 500 years,
of struggle," co-sponsored by the
University Activities Organization, will be presented in the.
Lenhart Grand Ballroom. The'
presentation traces Hispanic history from the European conquest
to the current immigration debate.

Pearson
Continued from page one.
Mayberry.
As the man said he would have
difficulty in this case, Pearson
sat at his desk, rolled his eyes
and shook his head in exasperation.
Pearson appeared more relaxed in court Tuesday than he
had been during the April rape
trial in which he was convicted,
smiling occasionally and laughing at jokes.
The prosecution submitted a

:
preliminary witness list of seven
people, including the victim.
Among the day's lighter moments was when a potential juror
was excused.
"I'm getting married this
weekend. I don't know if that's a
good or bad thing," he said.
"Well, we'll excuse you. Consider this your wedding present,"
Williamson quipped.
Williamson excused the jury
around 2:25 p.m., shortly after issuing its instructions for the;
week.

pj—JTT I BG Homecoming '96
353-0044

Two Subs ;

tures. We realize that there are
so many differences within ourselves," Vega said.
Vadillo is also a part-time instructor in Ethnic Studies and
teaches courses about Latino culture.
"Latino is a hybrid culture
which takes from Africa, Asian
and the indigenous Latin Americans which are commonly known
as Indians," Vadillo said.
The term Hispanic is exclusive
because it only focuses on the
European background; however,
the usage of Latino is an inclusive term which includes the
African, Asian and indigenous
background, Vadillo said.
"So the term Hispanic or Latino is a controversial issue and
it's not resolved; we don't know
what to call ourselves, it's a matter of preference I suppose," he
said.
Vadillo also said that the month
is important in providing the un-

w.

"•heesc & 1 Topping

Sports Memorabilia
•Autographed Baseballs.
Photos. Helmets, Caps
& Much More
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dying is Just one event in honor of BGSU homecoming going on
all week.
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Pentagon gives
rushed answers
in investigation
John Diamond
The Associated Press

Car* ait submerged In a flooded condominium parking lot at a I Fla. The ato
fence, blown down by high winds, floats In the water in Sand Key, | feared.

WASHINGTON - The Pentagon acknowledged Tuesday it
sometimes gave rushed, incomplete answers to questions about
Gulf War illnesses, possibly
creating the impression it was
"less than forthcoming."
The comments by Navy Capt.
Michael Doubleday, a Pentagon
spokesman, came in response to
questions about what some veterans complain is a credibility
gap at the Pentagon over its handling of the Gulf War illness issue. As much as veterans are
angry over their inability to get
answers, so Pentagon officials
are frustrated that their effort to
investigate illnesses among Gulf
War veterans has yielded little
but criticism.
"One of the things that we've
learned is that where we too
rapidly respond to questions with
answers that are Incomplete, it
later proves to be not a wise
thing to have done," Doubleday
told reporters in a briefing.
Afterward, Doubleday elaborated that he was referring to a
few specific instance in which
the Pentagon gave answers on
Gulf War illness issues and later
had to amend them.
"There have been instances in
the past where we have made a
very considerable effort to get
information out as soon as it became known," Doubleday said.
For example, the Pentagon
briefed reporters about the demolition of an ammunition bunker in March 1991 and only later
found out that more chemical
munitions were destroyed

Pelir Ccisran/TlM AiMcUted PTCM
never reached hurricane strength a* had been

Severe storm hits Coast
Bill Kaczor
The Associated Press

STEINHATCHEE, Ha. ~
Tropical Storm Josephine
never quite made it to hurricane status, but still managed
to leave behind a waterlogged
and windswept mess as it raced
up the East Coast on Tuesday.
Gale warnings were posted
as far north as New England as
the storm - large and fastmoving but not as powerful as

some had forecast - brought expected to reach southeastern
heavy rain and gusty winds New England by Tuesday
night.
across a wide area.
The storm's broad center
Only one fatality was reported. A 72-year-old woman in made landfall at the peak of
southwest Georgia was killed high tide, just after midnight
Tuesday morning when her car Monday, bringing flooding and
struck a tree downed by the a rash of tornadoes to Florida.
Downgraded from a tropical
storm.
The storm forced postpone- storm as it moved over land,
ment of Tuesday night's Yan- Josephine then crossed the
kees-Baltimore Orioles base- northern part of the state and
ball playoff opener in New into Georgia But there were no
York. The storm center was reports of injuries.

University Computer Services Fall Seminars
The following University Computer Services Seminars will be offered this fall. These free seminars are open
lo anyone at BGSU. Please bring a blank 3.5" disk to the seminar(s). You mutt call 372-2911 to register for
the seminars. A complete seminar list can be found on the WWW at:
http7Avww.bgsu.edu/departmentsAjcs/seminars
News watcher and Fetch (Mac). This seminar covers the internet applications Newswatcher (reading
Internet news) and Fetch (transferring files on the Internet), prior experience with the Macintosh Is
recommended. Attendees must have a BGNet account, (created at least 48 hours prior to the seminar).
Monday. October 14th from 3:00 - 5:00 p.m. In 126 Hayes Hall
Tuesday, October 15th from 10:00 a.m. - noon In 126 Hayes Hall
Eudora (Mac). This seminar covers the basics of electronic mall (e-mail) using Eudora. including reading,
sending and saving e-mail messages. Prior knowledge of the Macintosh is recommended. Attendees must
have a BGNet account (created at least 48 hours prior to the seminar).
Monday, October 21st from 9:00 -11:00 a.m. In 126 in Hayes Hall
Wednesday, October 23rd from 11:00 a.m. -1:00 p.m. in 126 Hayes Hall
PC Eudora (IBM). This seminar covers the basics of electronic mail (e-mail) using PC Eudora, Including
reading, sending and saving e-mail messages. Prior knowledge of the Windows concepts is recommended.
Attendees must have a BGNet account (created at least 48 hours prior to the seminar).
Tuesday, October 22nd from 10:00 a.m. - noon in 207 Olscamp Hall
Wednesday, October 23rd from noon - 2:00 p.m. In 207 Olscamp Hall
Advanced Microsoft Word (Mac). This seminar covers additional features of Microsoft Word and a few
advanced features of the word-processing package. Prior experience with Microsoft Word is recommended.
Friday. October 25th from noon - 2:00 p.m. In 126 Hayes Hall
Monday, October 28th from 9:00 - 11O0 a.m. in 126 Hayes Hall
VN and FTP for Windows (IBM). This seminar covers the Internet applications VN (reading Internet
news) and FTP (transferring file on the Internet). Prior experience with the Windows Operating Systems is
recomended. Attendees must have a BGNet account, (created at least 48 hours prior to the seminar).
Tuesday, October 291h from 10:00 a.m. - noon In 207 Olscamp
Thursday, October 31st from 10:00 a.m. - noon In 207 Olscamp
Advanced Microsoft word (IBM). This seminar covers additional features of Microsoft Word and a few
advanced features of the word-processing package. Prior experience with Microsoft Word Is recommended.
Wednesday, November 6th from 4:00 - 6:00 p.m. In 128 Hayes Hall
Thursday, November 7th from 9:00 -11:00 a.m. In 207 Olscamp
Intro to Microsoft Excel for Windows (IBM). This seminar provides a basic introduction to the uses
of Excel worksheets, Including cells, formatting text, numbers, and formulas. Prior experience with the
Windows Operating System is recommended.
Monday, November 4th from 9:00 - 11:00 a.m. In 207 Olscamp Hall
Tuesday, November 5th from 10:00 a.m. - noon in 207 Olscamp Hall.

The storm never did reach
hurricane strength of 74 mph
as had been feared, hovering
just underneath that level as it
approached land, and officials
looking at the damage Tuesday
morning said it could have
been worse.
"We look like we're pretty
lucky," said Oscar Garner,
emergency management director in Taylor County, where the
storm came ashore.

Debate yields low ratings
Viewers drop since presidential faceoff in 1992
The Associated Press

That figure can be most easily
compared to 1992's second BushClinton-Perot debate, since CBS
did not air the first debate that
year. The three-way debate drew
total ratings of 46.3 for ABC,
CBS, NBC and CNN, translating
to a total of 43.1 million households.

NEW YORK - Sunday's debate
drew a third fewer viewers than
a 1992 presidential talkfest including Ross Perot, according to
Nielsen Media Research figures
released Tuesday.
The numbers show the 90-minute faceoff between President
The falloff may reflect the
Clinton and Bob Dole captured a
total rating of 29.3 on ABC, CBS, failure of the current race to
NBC and CNN. That translates catch fire with many voters and
the exclusion from the debate of
Into 28.4 million households.

Advanced Microsoft Excel (MAC). This seminar covers advanced features of Excel, Including
spreadsheet formats, charts, and macros. Prior experience with Excel or attendance to Intro to Microsoft
Excel is recommended.
Friday, November 15th from 9:00 -11:00 a.m. in 126 Hayes Hall
Monday. November 18th from 11:00 a.m. -1 $0 p.m. in 126 Hayes HaH

Perot, who again is making a
third-party bid.
"No one here is surprised,"
said Jeff Zucker, NBC's executive producer of political coverage. "The audience was pretty
much consistent with the amount
of voter interest all year. It's
what we expected it to be."
Fox drew a 2.3 rating. No figures were available for MSNBC,
C-SPAN or PBS, which also televised Sunday's debate.
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Intro to Microsoft Excel (Mac). This seminar provides a basic introduction lo the uses of Excel
worksheets, Including cells, formatting text, numbers, and formulas. Prior experience with the Macintosh
Operating System Is recommended.
Monday, November 4th from 11:00 a.m. -1:00 p.m. In 126 Hayes Halt
Friday, November 8th from 9:00 -11.00 a.m. In 126 Hayes Hall
Advanced Microsoft Excel (IBM). This seminar covers advanced features of Excel. Including
spreadsheet formats, charts, and macros. Prior experience with Excel or attendance to Intro to Microsoft
Excehs recommended.
Wednesday, November 13th from 11:00 a.m. -1.00 p.m. in 207 Olscamp Hall
Monday. November 18th from 9:00 -11:00 a.m. In 207 Olscamp Hall

nearby in an open pit.
"Because we don't have the full
story of what happened operationally and we are having to recreate that information,"
Doubleday said, "it sometimes
appears as though we are being
less than forthcoming. But in fact
we are making a very concerted
effort."
So far, the Pentagon knows of
no U.S. soldier who died or suffered acute illness due to chemical or biological weapons during
or immediately after the 1991
war against Iraq. The question is
whether fleeting exposure may
have led to less dramatic symptoms.
American Legion spokesman
Phil Budahn said sentiment
among Gulf War veterans ranges
from suspicion that the military
exposed soldiers to chemical
weapons deliberately in some
sort of experiment to those who
chalk the problem up to bureaucratic bungling.
"No one knows what the truth
is," Budahn said. But he added,
"The Department of Defense
does have a problem, and it's not
strictly one of public relations."
The questions the Pentagon is
pursuing include:
■ Which Army units may have
been exposed to sarin gas from
an Iraqi ammunition bunker,
called Khamiseyah, demolished
by Army engineers in March
1991?
■ The credibility of reports
from Arabs that Iraqi forces
used mustard gas on them in
southern Iraq immediately after
the Gulf War are true, and
whether any Americans might
have been exposed.
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Soccer heads into two Big Ten games
University.

JlmTocco
The BC News
The Falcon soccer team sent a
clear message to Its conference
opponents Sunday with a convincing 3-0 victory over Kentucky.
"We wanted to come out and
really send a strong and loud
message to the MAC," coach Mel
Mahler said. "Winning 3-0 in
what we felt was a game that we
were in complete control of, I
think we accomplished that
goal."
However, the prospect of MAC
competition sits on the back burner this week as Bowling Green
faces two perennial powers from
the Big Ten. With two powerful
soccer teams as opponents, it's
time for BG to show they can
beat national powers.
This afternoon at 4 p.m., BG
takes on Michigan State here at
Cochrane Field. Gametime was
originally announced as 3:30, but
it has been pushed back.
Michigan State is currently
ranked fifth in the Great Lakes
region. Bowling Green is ranked
sixth
"Michigan State is as good as
they were last year," Mahler
said, "we tied them at their place
... but we've always played well
at home against them, and I hope
that holds true again."
The Falcons see MSU on their
schedule virtually every season,
and they have compiled a
favorable 12-8-4 record against
the Spartans over the years.
They hold an 8-3-1 edge at home.
MSU holds a 6-2-1 ledger this
season, having just tied Indiana

Falcons travel to Hoosier
country

The Associated Press

Sunday, the Falcons travel to
Bloomington to face their Great
Lakes Region nemesis, Indiana
University.
IU holds a dominating 12-2-1
advantage in the all-time series
against BG, but the Falcons have
split the last four years, 2-2. Last
year, BG came away with a big
2-1 win in Cochrane Field. BG has
only won one of seven contests in
Indiana's Armstrong Stadium.
"They're just like a Fresno or [
Southern Methodist], or some of
the best teams in the country. We
can play with them, now we just
have to find out a way to beat
them," Mahler said.
Earlier in the year, Mahler
compared facing Fresno to Bowling Green football facing Alabama. Now, he's comparing Fresno to IU. That should illustrate
the importance of this matchup.
IU began this week with a 5-1-2
overall record. This week, the
squad was ranked fifth by Soccer
America, tenth by The Soccer
News, and 13th in the National
Soccer Coaches Association of
America/Umbro select poll.
No place like home
Entering this afternoon's MSU
game, Bowling Green holds an
all-time record of 153-60-10 (.709)
in Cochrane field. In the past 11
seasons, the Falcons have had an
even more ImDresslve 73-20-2
mark in the frelndly confines.
The Falcons are riding a seven-

Messier,
DeBrusk
barred

Tim Ashtou (#2) goes for a ball in the air Sunday at Kentucky. The Falcons shut out the conference rival
3-0.
game home unbeaten streak at
home.
Strang picks a good time
Brett Strang had never before
had a goal from his backfield position in his distinguished career.

That is, until last Sunday night.
Against Xavler University,
Strang hit the back of the net
from about 35 yards out, to seal a
Falcon win. For his efforts, he
was named BG News/WBGU
radio Falcon athlete of the week.

"It was an emotional lift for us
against Xavier," Mahler said.
"Not only because it was a game
winner, but because of the type
of goal it was... Hopefully it's not
true, but it was one of those oncein-a-lifetime shots."

NEW YORK - Mark Messier of
the New York Rangers and Louie
DeBrusk of Edmonton both were
suspended by the NHL Tuesday.
Messier received a two-game
suspension without pay and was
fined $1,000 for hitting from behind against Florida Panthers
forward Mike Hough Sunday.
Messier got a major penalty
and a game misconduct in the incident.
NHL senior vice president
Brian Burke said, "The fact that
no injury resulted on the play is
fortuitous but does not excuse
the dangerous type of hit by Mr.
Messier against his opponent."
In addition to Tuesday night's
game in Florida, Messier will
miss a game Thursday against
Dallas.
The NHL suspended DeBrusk,
effective with Tuesday night's
game at Toronto, and will hold a
hearing Wednesday to determine
if it should be extended.
The suspension was the result
of a slashing incident against
Vancouver defenseman Dana
Murzyn Sunday. DeBrusk
received a match penalty for deliberately attempting to injury
Murzyn on the play.
The two were behind the net
when Murzyn elbowed DeBrusk.
Murzyn skated away when DeBrusk slashed Murzyn on the
forearm. Murzyn got an elbowing
penalty.

Pettitte slated to go
in Game 1 ofALCS
The Associated Press
NEW YORK - Andy Pettitte
treated being named the Yankees' Game 1 starter with some
of the same qualities that made
him a 21 -game winner this season
- confidence and control.
Pettitte said he was surprised
when New York manager Joe
Torre told the left-hander he had
picked him over David Cone to
start the AL championship series
opener against the Baltimore
Orioles.
"I feel like I've pitched in a lot
of big games, games where I felt
more pressure than this one,"
Pettitte said. "I stopped a lot of
losing streaks. Heck, this is an
easy one. It's just the first of a
seven-game series.
"It's amazing, I guess, but it
really doesn't matter to me. I
don't think there will be as much
pressure on this start here as
others I've made."

Doesn't sound like a 24-yearold, does he? Well, he doesn't
pitch like one either.
Pettitte demonstrated the
composure of a seasoned veteran
all season for the Yankees. He
compiled a 21-8 record with a
3.87 ERA, and went 13-3 in starts
following Yankees' losses. It's
those numbers that have made
him the likely Cy Young winner.
Before the rainout, Torre said
his decision to start Pettitte in
the opener was based in part on
Cone's limited starts since returning from surgery, and Kenny
Rogers' inconsistency.
Tuesday's Game 1 was postponed because of rain. The
opener will be played Wednesday, starting at 4 p.m. EDT.
Game 2 will be played Thursday
at 3 p.m. EDT.
Cone will start Game 2 with
Jimmy Key pitching Game 3
against David Wells.
With Tuesday's game rained

out, it was unclear whether Mike
Mussina or Scott Erickson would
start on Wednesday.
"I'd rather have Andy (in
Game 1) in case we have to come
back on short rest," Torre said.
"He's probably the best physically right now as far as thinking
three days rest."
He's also left-handed.
The Orioles set a record this
season by hitting 257 regularseason home runs. They hit eight
more in the opening round as
they eliminated the defending AL
champion Cleveland Indians in
four games.
Of those 257 homers, 50 came
from left-handed hitting ieadoff
man Brady Anderson. Torre
knows that with Pettitte on the
mound, he's at least making it
tougher on Anderson, Rafael
Palmeiro and some of the other
free-swinging lefties in the
See AL, page six.

NY Yankees' pitcher Andy Pettitte Is slated to start In Game 1 of the AL playoff series with the Baltimore Orioles.
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The Canoe Shop,

40 S. RIVER ROAD
WATERVILLE. OH
15 minutes North of BGSU
Rt. 64 to Waterville

Black Swamp Outfitters
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The BG News

PIGSKIN
PICKS
SCOTT BROWN
BG News Sports Editor

Last Week
6-4
Season
26-15

OUMia

BLAKE PARKINS
BG News Asst. Sports Editor

BS FS FL osu NDChi Ho Det Phi GB

Last Week
7-3
Season
30-12

JIM TOCCO
BG News Sports Writer

BS FS FL osu NDChi HoDet NY GB

Last Week
6-4
Season
21-20

NAME:
PHONE:
Fill in your picks and win!

Fill out picks and return this ENTIRE graphic to Room 210 West Hall by 5 p.m. Friday. This week's winner will be announced next week
in this space. Winner will be selected by RANDOM DRAW of those with the most correct selections. Entries limited to one per week.

AL
Continued from page five.

Orioles' lineup.
"That's why I think I'm going
in Game 1, because I'm lefthanded," said Pettitte, 3-0 against
Baltimore this season.
"You'd rather pitch lefthanders against Baltimore when
you can," Torre said.
The matchup will be Game 14
between the teams this season.
New York won the season series
10-3, but six of the Yankees' wins
came by two runs or less. This
time, though, there's not a division title on the line, but a trip to
the World Series.
■ After being unable to catch the
Yankees in the AL East this
season, the Orioles are happy to
get another crack at them.

"I think it was fate," Orioles
manager Davey Johnson said.
"This was meant to be. There has
always been a great rivalry between the Yankees and Orioles. I
know that when I was a player,
the Yankees were a team that we
had to beat if we wanted to win
the American League, and we
did. I think it's only fitting that
we go head-to-head to see who
has the best team in the American League."
The last time the teams met in
September, the Orioles were
within four games of the Yankees
as they began a crucial threegame showdown series at Yankee
Stadium. Rain postponed Game 1,
taking some of the steam out the
matchup and forcing a
doubleheader, and all three

games were played in soggy conditions.
Bad weather is figuring
prominently again. Tropical
Storm Josephine is making its
way up the Atlantic Coast.
The storm's arrival isn't the
only one that will draw a negative
reaction from Yankee fans.
Roberto Alomar, the Orioles'
embattled second baseman, apologized again Sunday for spitting
at umpire John Hirschbeck. But
that doesnt mean New Yorkers
have forgiven him.
Alomar was booed in Cleveland
last weekend, and security has
been beefed in hopes of preventing any trouble. Still, the All-Star
said he's having fun despite the
swirling controversy.
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Akron will kick off
season at Nebraska
The Associated Press
AKRON, Ohio - Akron, a MidAmerican Conference school
looking for exposure and money,
will open its 1997 season against
two-time defending national
champion Nebraska.
Akron Athletics Director Mike
Bobinski confirmed the teams
would play Aug. 30 in Lincoln,
Neb., in what would be the
season-opener for both teams.
Akron is 1-5 and has been beaten by an average score of 32-13
in its losses. The Zips are 1-3 in
conference play.
The Comhuskers. from the Big
12 Conference, are 3-1 and
ranked fourth in the country.
Akron will receive $450,000 for
the road game. Since moving up
from Division I-AA to I-A in 1987,
the Zips have lost to national
powers such as Florida (59-0),
Auburn (42-0), Tennessee (52-9),
Kansas State (67-0) and Virginia
Tech (77-27).

"It's a big deal to play Nebraska any week,
but it's good I think to open with them
particularly."
Mike Bobinski
Akron Athletics Director

"We believe that this does
things program-wise that we
couldn't get done otherwise,"
Bobinski said "It's a big deal to
play Nebraska any week, but it's
good I think to open with them
particularly."
One of the schools Nebraska
had approached about filling its
open dates was Ohio State. The
Buckeyes had one open date
available until filling it with
Bowling Green last week. Missouri, which hosts Ohio State on
Sept. 27 of next year, was also interested in getting out of its
game with the Buckeyes.
"I don't think they could come

to Lincoln," Nebraska coach Tom
Osborne said on the weekly Big
12 coaches conference call. "I
don't think that's what they
wanted to do."
Ohio State Athletics Director
Andy Geiger said he turned down
the game, concerned that the
Buckeye schedule would be overloaded.
"A television network asked us
if we'd play Nebraska in Lincoln
instead of Missouri," Geiger
said. "I declined that. We're at
Penn State the next week and will
have eight new starters on defense and several new on
offense."
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Wellaware Series Body Composition * Blood Pressure Testing

12pm - 1pm- Student Tstrtatum Center
Wellawar* Series Flexibility Test 12pm - 1pm- Student jprnimCmw
Alcohol Trivia 11:30 am - 12:30 pm at Otl- Campus Student Center
Off-Comma Student Center ef Cenur for 'Wtllnetl and Treventum
S
Fall Biathlon 9am at Cooper Pool S Campus Route- Student tstrtatum Center
"Natural High" Qames Night 9:00 pm - 12:00 am at TBA-2>>y »xC
7
lee Cream Social 5:30 pm - 730 pm at Education Steps-FREE- two
BBQ, Twister, ROTC Repelling Show 11:30 am - 1:30 pm at field between Student Services parking
lot and Olscamp- rao
8
Alcohol Awareness Information Table 10 am - 2 pm at Union Foyer
MCCftUS <*■ Center of V/tlUeu ef Trtvention
Creative Dating Contest Applications 10 am - 2 pm at Union Foyer
'BUCCfUS f Ctnur of 'WtOneu ry Trtvention
Tie Dye 11:00 am - 4:00 pm al Student Services Steps T-Shirls $3.00 or bring your own- two
Fun Flicks & Fanteey Photo* 11:00 am - 5:00 pm at Student Services Forum FREE- two
9
Bungee Run and Sumo Wrestling 11:00 am - 5:00 pm at field between
Student Services parking lot and Olscamp, Union Ballroom if raining- VAO
10
Happy Hour 12:00 pm-1 00 pm at Off-Campus Student Center - Off
Campus Student Center, tnccKus. tr Cenur for Welhatitr Trtvention
Pep Rally 8:00 pm at field between Student Sen/ices parking lot and Olscamp - uxo
College Bowl (Triva Contest) Last Day to sign up in UAO Office - lino
11
Wild Video Dance Party 8:00 pm-12:00 am at Union Ballroom. Casual attire. Free - two
12
Homecoming 1996 Football 1:00pm at Doyt. L. Perry Stadium
15
Alcohol Poisoning Panel 7:30 pm at Union Ballroom - Center jartVellnes,« Trtvention
Image* of A**l*n War* and the Realities 8:00 pm-10:00 pm at Business Administration,
Rm116U*.0
16
Late Talk about Alcohol 4:30 pm - 5:30 pm at Student Health Center, Rm 222 - &nurfor-WtBntis &
Trtvenlum
19
College Bowl (Triva Contest) Time and Place TBA - VXO
21-25 Fltnen Week Times and Events TBA - student tfcnatum Cenur
21
"Chlcano: 500 Vear* of Struggle" 7:30 pm - 9:00 pm at Union Ballroom -uao
22-24 Letter* from Local 4th Grade class to BQ atudent* about responsible use of alcohol Displayed
in Union and BG News - lino
22
Roll Over Con vlncer Demo* 11 00 am - 2:00 pm outside of Eppler - Center of'Wetineu er Treventum <r
WQVMHlmm
23
Movie The Mllegro BeanflrkJ War" 6:30 pm & 9:00 pm at 219 Olscamp. Free - U*o
High Rope* Last day to sign up in UAO Office - VMO
25
Wellness SpirH day 11 00 am - 3 pm al Union Ballroom - Center of ■Wellnu, a-Treventum
Estimated Blood Alcohol Content Display 11 "00 am - 3:00 pm at Union Ballroom - Vj K-LM.UT.H.
Chi
Qrlm Reaper Day - Cinle %
26
"Spiritless" Halloween Bath 9:00 pm - Wftchln' Hour at TBA - ©rjDocC
High Ropes Tim* an dPIace TBA - UAO
29
Trlck-or-Treat the Halle 6:00 pm - 9:00 pm at participating Residence Halls - SMX*? <r t£A
Movie "Ml Famllla" 6:30 pm & 9:00 pm at Business Administration Rm 1007, Free - imo
30
"Eddy Talks" 7:30 pm al Olscamp 101 B - SM^tfmCcopemtumm^tn
MCCf/US tf Center for 'WeUnesi end Trtvenlum
31
Taat* of Town" 10:00 am - 2 pm at Union Community Suit*, Pizza Tasting Contest, Free Pizza 2
3

fJUltU.
for men information call the Center for "WeBnus mndTreventum a ST2SS5S

EXERCISE REGULARLY AND YOU
COULD LIVE LONGER.
INVEST REGULARLY SO YOU
CAN AFFORD TO.
Americans arc living longer than c\cr. So it's quite
t. possible you'll spend 20 Of 30 \ ears or more in
retirement. Can you aHord it? L nlcM you're independently wealthy * ham t$ are

YOU

II need more than

your pension and Social Setunu to support the kind

Can start with ft modest amount and increase TOUT

i ontribunon at your salary grows.
The important thing is to start now. IX'laving tor
nin.ni H

HI

two tan have a big impact on the

amount ol income you II have when you retire

or lifestyle you'll want
How can you help ensure thai you II be in good
financial shape? Sign up tor TIAA-CREF SRAi
tax -deterred annuhiei available only to people m education and research.

SRAs are easy. No pain, no sweat.

TIAA-CREF:
Your fiscal fitness program.
I I A.VCKKI is ihe nation's largest retirement
-\ Mem. managing over Si50 billion in assets lor more
than 1.7 million people. We oiler a wide range ot
SRA allocation choices, long-term investment exper-

The best way to build strength - physical or fiscal
— is to start at a level that's comlortablc and add to
your regimen as you go along.
With TIAA-CREF SRAs. you conveniently contribute through your employer's payroll s\ stem You

tise, and remarkably low expenses.'
Call I 800 8-12-2776 lor an SRA Knrollmeni
Kit or our interactive SRA Knrollmeni Software.
Or visit us on the Internet at gopher://tiaa-c-rer.org,
<ii http://www.tiaa-cref.org.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.
■ I,..,/,. IT, (,,,,, , \„.
,IS.,v„,. |n, hf' /»'■■'- fcWffr»»l//l**, mtlQtWfrfrl
-" loafl.ic mtanftetK* Imttufan «l***p» —J »«*•—■■ t-M I #>
m*U1*. far afWiBiilf
Kr»t ihr praefjMSi ItatfrMh ■ i ■ ■
ml ...■■■. I I \ \ i HI I I-,.!,, ..I,.. I | \tm«M\ PUfll V,«. ,- !■■. .!,..,.! - CHI I ...
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BG ready for
Akron Invite
After a couple weeks of
playing in small invitationals,
the Bowling Green women's
tennis team is set to play at the
eight-team Akron Intercollegiates meet this Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
The Falcons will meet staterivals Akron, Dayton and Xavier for the second time this
year. They were at the Ohio
Intercollegiates.
For the first time this year,
BG will also see competition
from Chicago State, Duquesne
and Buffalo.
Head Coach Penny Dean
said the team is excited to see
Buffalo since they will become a Mid-American Conference opponent in either 1998
or 1999.
"We're ready for the tons of
competition," Dean said.
"We're hoping to build on what
we learned the last two weekends."
Dean is also hoping to play
the matches outside after
playing indoors at Michigan
State last weekend.

Michigan State Invitational
notes
Even though the Falcons finished third in the MSU Invitational last weekend, they were
relatively close to Eastern
Michigan.
Despite just three wins out
of 11 matches. Dean said doubles play improved fom the
previous weekend.
Dean tried two new combinations in Julie Weisblatt and
Tiffany i *Sn«, as well as
Erika Mix and Beth Wilson.
"I wanted to see how they
would do and was pleased with

WOMEN'S TENNIS

NOTEBOOK
Michael Graham
BG News
Sports Writer

their performance," Dean said
of the new doubles combinations. "Everyone [of the doubles teams] learned something
[at the invite]."
Dean also noted that the
teams of Cindy Mlkolajewski
and Dcidre Blssinger, and also
Jenny Cheung and Jenny
Schwartz were both improved.
The Mlkolajewski and Bissinger team's only win came
against Michigan State's number one singles team, 8-4.
Doubles teams play to eightgame wins with wins having to
be by at least two points, while
the singles play a best two out
of three.
Notable singles performances were turned in by Mikolajewski at number one and
Wilson at six.
Both won two of three
matches.
'Cindy [Mikolajewski] did
outstanding in all three
matches," Dean said of Mikolajewski and Wilson. "She
defeated the number one and
two players from Michigan
State [before losing to
Eastern's number one]. Those
were hard-fought wins.
"Beth [Wilson] has adjusted
well for her first year. She has
an outstanding serve. Overall,
everyone competed hard."

McRae looked at
by Philadelphia
Knight was sidelined because of
kidney stones pain. The Reds
CINCINNATI - The Cincinnati were 2-1 under McRae for that
Reds have cleared the way for stretch.
the Philadelphia Phillies to interBowden said it is possible that
view Reds batting coach Hal
McRae as a candidate for man- McRae could return to the Reds.
ager of the Phillies.
But the Colorado Rockies said
Reds general manager Jim Monday that Griffey has decided
Bowden said Monday he recom- not to return as the Rockies' hitmended McRae to Phillies gen- ting coach. There have been pereral manager Lee Thomas.
sistent reports in recent seasons
McRae's contract with Cincin- that Griffey would like to return
nati expires Oct. 31. Bowden may to Cincinnati, where he played
be eyeing former Big Red for the Reds and lives during the
Machine player Ken Griffey Sr. off-season.
as the Reds' next batting coach.
McRae had a .508 winning per"Hal has tremendous leader- centage as Kansas City's manship qualities. I highly recom- ager from 1991 to 1994.
mended him," Bowden said he
told Thomas about McRae.
The Phillies reportedly plan to
interview McRae on Friday.
McRae, SI, a former Kansas
City Royals manager, said he got
the urge to manage again when
he filled in for three games last
month while Reds manager Ray

The Associated Press

Atlanta Falcons' quarterback Jeff George gets off a pass under prei- I unable to agree to a long term deal with the Seahawks.
sure from Vlklngi' defensive tackle John Bandle (93). George was |

Falcons fail to deal George
The Associated Press
ATLANTA - Jeff George wont
become a Seahawk and probably
wont be a Falcon for much
longer, either.
The suspended quarterback
remained with Atlanta on Tuesday as the NFL trading deadline
passed without him agreeing on a
new contract with Seattle.
George and agent Leigh Steinberg had been talking with the
Seahawks about a reported sixyear, $30 million contract. The
Falcons were prepared to trade
George straight up for Rick
Mirer, Seattle's former starting
quarterback.
However, George and the Seahawks couldn't agree before the
4 p.m. EDT deadline, apparently

leaving the Falcons with no
choice but to cut the seven-year
veteran.
"We still have a couple of
weeks to decide what to do with
Jeff," coach June Jones said.
"But our options are limited, obviously."
The coach did rule out George
rejoining the Falcons.
"I don't think Jeff is Interested
in that and I don't think we could
have him back," Jones said.
George was suspended by the
Falcons after a sideline confrontation with Jones during a Sept.
22 loss to Philadelphia. With
Mirer struggling, the Seahawks
showed interest, but no trade
could be arranged.
"I just felt it was too rushed,"
George said of the negotiations,

which intensified late last week.
"I didn't think I would be in this
situation, and I just wanted to
make sure that the next (team)
was the right one."
He insisted money wasn't a
factor in his decision to sever negotiations with Seattle.
"So many numbers were being
thrown around, I really didn't get
into that," he said. "I just wanted
to make sure that no matter
where it was, it was the last place
I went to. I said all along that this
thing isnt about money. I wanted
a clear mind."
The Falcons were downcast

about the prospect of getting
nothing in return for a quarterback who cost them two No. 1
draft picks in a 1994 trade with
Indianapolis.
"Sure, I'm disappointed in it,"
said Falcons vice president of
player personnel Ken Herock.
"I wanted to be able to put my
heart and soul into this decision,
and I wasn't able to do that, because it happened so fast,"
George said. "Maybe now I can
take a step back and make it
right. I've made some mistakes
in my career and I didn't want to
make another one."

■ ,«r-**i*. ■ j, v *•- v li-r.-wfc*■ >.IH *
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Cooper wants more respect for Big Ten

Central Michigan's Allen suspended
TOLEDO - Central Michigan's Reggie Allen, leading the MidAmerican Conference in receiving, scoring and all-purpose
yardage, was suspended for one game Wednesday for unsportsmanlike conduct in a game last week.
Allen, a sophomore from Flint, Mich., was ejected from Saturday's 46-14 loss at Miami of Ohio. He argued with officials after a
touchdown catch was disallowed because it was ruled he stepped
out of the back of the end zone before making the reception.
The suspension was mandated by conference bylaws.
"It was an unfortunate incident and we regret that it took
place," Central Michigan coach Dick Flynn said in a statement.
"We respect the commissioner's decision and will move forward
from here."

The week before, the Buckeyes
Cooper said at his weekly news home against Rice (70-7) and
conference Tuesday. "It seems Pittsburgh (72-0) and a win at mustered just one first-place
like we automatically assume then fifth-ranked Notre Dame vote from the 67 media members
Florida, Florida State or Miami (29-16). The Buckeyes moved of The Associated Press poll.
or somebody ought to be ranked past Florida State in the latest This week, Ohio State was No. 1
No. 1, even in preseason. Or Ne- poll coming off a 38-7 beating of on 24 ballots. Florida's lead over
braska."
then fourth-ranked Penn State the Buckeyes fell from 131 points
while the Seminoles were whip- to 34.
Ohio State, which hosts Wis- ping Clemson 34-3.
consin Saturday, was ranked
But the poll Jump was far more
Cooper said he wasn't shocked
ninth in the preseason, but vaul- dramatic than just climbing one the Buckeyes made such a run at
the Gators.
ted to third with victories at spot.

Rusty Allen
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS - Despite being
ranked second in the country,
Ohio State coach John Cooper
said Tuesday he believes there is
a bias by national poll voters
against Big Ten teams.
"I think sometimes people
don't give Big Ten football the
credit that it should be getting,"

WEDNESDAY
maim
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BROADCAST STATIONS
uuiamg Liani un oieitxij upran niniieyjL

news .*.

One Lite to Live X

General Hospital X

Newsl

Another World X

Cosby

Blossom X Major League Baseball Playotts: ALCS Game 2 - Teams TBA

Sews

BillNye

l»*WS s

The City I Ml My Children X
Fatal Ufa
Nutrition

Days ol Our Lives I
Instructional Programming

Stsamt St Instructional

ffi
©
eg

Boaie ODonnell X
Crestures

Quack

Simpsons

Home Imp. |Mad-You

Seinfeld 31 Home Imp. Major League Baeebal Playotts: NLCS Game 1 - Teams TBA

Dynamo

The Mask

Dinosaurs

News

Day! Date

Bloomberg Court TV

Batman

Bwilfborg Rangers

Step-Step

Mr. Cooper Simpsons ]MartinT

Eta!

| Whose?

Saturday Night Live I

L>-

Levey

Wall Street

Griffith

1 Love Lucy GoodT.

|Santord

Skysurter

Served

Dsatleborg Rangers

| Aladdin I

• t ; tupcr

Charlie Rote (In Stereo) |Newshour

lnlheWild(lnSierec)X Vice Presidential Debale (Live) X

ArthurX

Skyscrler

Creature.)

Hightt'ne X | Hollywood

m the Wild (In Stereo)! Vice Presidential Debate (Live) X

NewsLthrer

Paid Prog.

Paid Prog.

News-Lehrer

GED

Batman

Midday

M'A-S'H ■ Tonight Show (In Stereo)

[Analysis

Barney

Eek!

Mega Man

News!

Larroquette Vice Presidential Oebale I

WmajaX

Wishbone

Garrjoyte*

Paid Prog

TowniesX Vice Presidenlial Debale (n Slereo Lrve) "

Reel TV!

Sandiego

Embroidery Sesame Street (Rl I

Paid Prog

Hard Copy Grace

Cops ■

Sandiego

Gourmet

IBusness

Entertain

Magic Bus

Stobart

Hewlywed

ABC News

Wishbone

BillNye

Dating

•MMSMHTl

News!

Seminal 'True Crime' X |S1ar Trek: Voyager X

Home Imp. NHL Hockey: Edmonton Oilers al Detroit Red Wings. (Live)

News

]Newsmakr

Newa

[Charlie Rota (in Sweo)

Star Trak: Voyager I

Roseanne

Richard Bay

Paid Prog

Fresh Pr.

jMarriad...

Star Trek

|DailyShow Kids in Hall

CABLE STATIONS
COM Kids In Hall |UUman
ESPN Soortecentsr (R)
HBO

sc

PoWkaly

|DailyShow Soap I

Rugby: Pan-Am Toum.

NFL ! Greatest

Movie: •• ■GMtrV'llSBB. Comedy) Julia Nictton

Scholastics iRacehorae Cheerleading: Champ

iDtstination Extreme

(1145) Movie: "Onvmo Mss Daisy-1 |Tncty

Movie: 'Derma the Ueruc*"(1987) 15' [Back From Madness

Movie: -Racng With the

Woman's College Voileybeil do Sia-

Women's Pro Beach Volleyball (R)

More and Las Levine

SCIFI Other, otld
USA Major DM (Major Dad

Mysteries

Monsters

Gallery

USA Live

USALive

USA. Live-Love

The BG News
Classified
Ads
372-6977

Group will meal on Mondays
Beginning Oct 21 si '0 30-12:00

ATTENTION OBGANIZATION PRESIDENTS
Don't be left out ol tha 1 987 Kay Yearbook
Cail Jennifer at 372-6753 to hava your
organizabon photographed for the yearbook.

Wanted

Wings I

Renegade Ir

jTopCoos

| Wings X

SKYDIVE NOW - End ol saaaoo special
rrvough Oclobar. Flrat lump course ltoo.00
VBAvMC aooaplad Only 10 rnmutat from
BGSU For more mlo call SKYDIVE BG
352-5200

PERSONALS

—PHI MU—PHI MU—PHI MU—

Politically

Maior League Soccer: Ccr'ereric-; P nal

Sportscenler .«

'-« »

Highlander: The Series

Murder, She Wrote I

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
132-963*
BreadaDcka' Pizza *
Subs * Nachos ' Pas la *
Soups * Salads
FREE DELIVERY 11AM-1 AM
440 E. COURT ST.

FREE CRAZY BREAD
at LItDe Caesars
with purchase of 1 large pizza
al regular phca.
Call today -354-6500
We have FREE delivery
Limit ol one order

Group will meet on Monday beginning
Oct. 21en0:30am -12:00

ALfHA Jl UtL IA' ALPHA Kl Utl IA

LOST & FOUND

Tha lislart ol Alpha XI Oalta would ike 10 announce and congratulan their EMERGING
LEADERS, TARA CLEARY and MICHELLE
MATHIEUI.
ALPHA XI DELTA • ALPHA XI DELTA

FREE DINNER
Al St. Thomas Mora University Pariah
on Thursday, Ocl to, after 5:15 Mats
in the ReJ Ed Room Dinner at 5 45
JOIN US

ALPHA JO'S • DELTS • ALPHA XI'S
Tha aiatara ol ALPHA XI DELTA would i«a to
congratulate CHRISTA DANIELS on bacoming tha DELTA TAU DELTAswaathaanin
ALPHA XI'S • DELTS • ALPHA XI'S

G ve Prospective students your
seal of approval by becoming a
PREVIEW DAY TOUR GUIDE! 11
Coma lo one ol tha
intormaaon/Traming meetings on:
Monday, Oclobar 14th at 5:00
or
Tuaaday, Oclobar 1 Sth at 5 00
in tha Assembly Room
(2nd Fkxv of McFall Canter)
Ouasoona? Call tha
Toor Guide Office al 372-9866

American Marketing Asaociason
Inlormal Meeting
Tonight. Wadnaaday. Oct. 8
7:30pm8Al007

REWARD lor return ol bat videotsse.
Personal value Lost m/around Education
Building Leave message. 372-7330.

SERVICES OFFERED

ARE YOU TRYING TO SCHEDULE A CAMPUS EVENT? II your organization holds any
lypa ol event on campus, you should attend tie
Programming Workshop on Wednesday. Oclobar 16 at 700pm in the Alumni Room of tie
Union. Student Acovioas atari will be on hand
S3 clarity space scheduling procedures give
you lips on planning programs ale. For more information contact fie Student Li'e Office al
372-2643

Dialer's Dream 11
Loaa weight night A day tha nuribonal way.
Call Jaw* at 303-661-0162.
Newman's Marathon

1966-1996
'Your Fun Service Stabon'

$560!

Attention organirations looking to raise lunds
Please contact Steve at Knickerbocker Sarvices for more intormaton. Cat 352-5622.

FROM
PITTSBURGH PA
SAYS
GO BUCKS""
GOINDIANSHIII
I tee hee|

Formal ? Job Iniarvwwt ?
Campus Tanning 352-7800.

• 1 COLLEGE

IN THE USA

V
OMenhauet ia proud aj ba voting
for one of Its ownl
Vote for Jan Mingut
Homecoming Queen

iince 1964
FT^,^

The whole gang it rooting for you!

Open 4pm Weekdays
FREE DELIVERY
V^
UNITID COLOI

o

352-5166
10-10-96
EXD.

ORDER YOUR
DBENEDETTOS

^C

WORLD CUSS SKIINO
THE ULTIMATE NIOHT LIFE

352-4883
WE DELIVER

UNITED COLORS OF ■«

S Wednesday October 9. 1996
7544447

"Bungee Run and Sumo Wrestling, feild between
Student Services parking lot and Olscamp, or
Union Ballroom In case of rain. Popcorn, roasted
peanuts, hot cider $.50, caramel apples $2.00
bursarable. Events Free. 11:00 a.m. - 5:00p.m.

2 * Service Day: Campus Adopt-A-Block,
5 Clean-up: 5:00 p.m.-6:00 p.m.
£ Volunteer Party: 6:00 p.m.

TUCS
UICO
Hrmnrnmlnt BQ6 _
sVCiU.
2

UNITID COLORS OP BO "

OSU38PSU7
Sorry Herman, Sorry PSU
Now Ohio State is Number 2i
Scarlet, Gray and Buckeye Pride
has forced Joe Pa to run and hide'
Go Bucks • National Champs'

WHO! IMC-AU
$2.50
THURS S'Su6&
$3.75
Cup of Soup
Taco Salad $3.00
Ml 8'"Hot Sub & $3.25
CoffuorTea

181 V;,S. Main

Bowling Green

Handball: US Pro Tour

Thorghbrd

Twlight Zone "Mule" I

V(R)X

PI BETA PHIThe sisters of Pi Beta Phi would
like lb congratulate Beth Malloy
on her pearling to Derek Kidweill
Congratulations Beth I
PI BETA PHI
Tanny.
Just show them your PANTIESi
Good luck, we Luv Ul (Columbia CIS (381
TRY OUTS FOR MEN'S BASKETBALL
Any student interested in tying out as a walk
on for the Men's Basketball Team should call
372-2255 or slop by the Basketball Office located m Anderaon Arena.
Try outs will take place on Tuesday. October
15 at 6:30pm: Wednesday. October 16 at
6.30pm: and Thursday. October 17 at 6:30pm
The appropriate paperwork must ba completed
be lore you will be able lo try out. and il can be
picked up in the training room located on tie
east tide ol Die football stadium between
8:30am and noon. Mon. tiru FrL

WANTED
1 tomato lubtoftMr no«xtod lor Spring ?7 2
bedroom apt. own room 1 1/2 bath
t207 5<Vmo *pasoeiec Batsy 35*-6.27.
COME CHECK OUT
HEALTHY FOOD CHECK-UPt
FREE Dtotary analysis
and consuiiaDon
Tiwsoayil 30-2 30 and
Thursdays 10-11. Cat! tha
Oantar for Waflneu and Pravanoon
at 372-9355 to make an appt.

Join the wait staff at Nazareth Hall in Grand
Rapids, OH. Call 419-832 2900. Only 10
minutes from BG. The perfect job lor a busy
college schedule.
Looking tor a career and not just a job? Providing care and training to adults with mental retarcation/developmental disabilities is a rewarding and challenging career opportunity.
Several part time and sub positions now available starting at $7.55 per hour. Part time positions after 90 days will receive $.9 05 •
t $i4.77mr based upon experience Sick leave
and vacation benefits tor part Dme employees.
Experience not required Part Dme positions
available in Bowling Green, Portage and Waibridge. Application may be obtained from tie
Wood County Board ol MR/DO, Entrance B.
11160 E. Gypsy Lane Road. BG, 8:00am • 430
pmEOE.
Market Research Interviewers
Flexible scheduling • ideal job for college students $5.25 per hour. Call 352-6115 ext 209
or apply at 13330 B* sn op Rd BG
NATIONAL PARKS
HIRING
PosDons are now available at
National Parks, Forests A
WHdhto Preserves.
Excellent benefits A bonuses!
Call: 1-206-971 -3820 eirt N5S447.
Now hiring servers - weekends only apply in
person. Kauffman's at tha Lodge 1628 E.
Woosier.
Pan Dme secret shoppers needed for local
stores $10 25 plus hr plus FREE products
ca l row 313-927 0863
PT/FT $10 25 plus hr. Answer phones local
area. Flexible hours. No experience necessary Call now 313-456-6298

FOR SALE

Subtoasar naadad lor moa on« bedroom
Apt. located nght downtown Unfurnished
Call Cmdy ©352 8256

1991 PonDac Sunbird
Automatic, air, high miles, no rust, runs wefl,
3650 or bestofler. Call 354-0410.

HELP WANTED
«1 Aweeome Trips! Hundreda ol Student*
Are Earning Free Spring Break Tripe A
Money. Sell I Tripa A Go Freel Bahamae
Cru.se $279, Cencun A Jamaica $399. Panam*
Clty/Oaytona
$119!
www.aprlngbraaktraval.com

i-aoo-67a-63e6
Accepting applications at a lull serve gas
stabon. Apply in parson at Barney's 1000 S.
Main
Attention organizations looking to raise lunds.
Please contact Stove at Knickerbocker Ser

vices tor more inlormanon. Call 3525822
Cashiers Barney's Convince Mart 1091 N.
Main St. Accepting Applications Benefits A
Shift Differential. Apply in person
EARN $150
Tha Sleep Lab need tomato students (18-28)
currently taking oral contraceptives to participato in a 48-hr sleep deprivation experiment
this fail. Call 2-2S47 or 2-2474 'or info
Earn MONEY and FREE TRIPS" LNDIVIDU
ALS and GROUPS wanted to promote
SPRING BREAK!' Call INTER^AMPUS
PROGRAMS at 1-800 327 6013 or
hnpy/www. icpi.com
EMACO Cleaning immediately luring pt.time
positions Transportation required. Competitive
wages 410-833-4567 or 419-833 2345, leave
message.
FREE T-SHIRT* $1000
Credit Card fcjndraieen. lor rraternioes, •ororiDes. and groups Any campus organization can
raise up to 11000 by earning a whopping
A5.00/VISA application Call i 800 932 0528
•xt 65. Qualified callers receive FR2E
T-SHIRT.
FREE TRIPS A CASHI Sell SKI A SPRING
BREAK beach trips Honest places A coolest
spaces. Call immediately Student Express. Inc.
1 800 SURFS UP.
FT/PT flexible schedule. Easy wont, no experience Earn $300-1000 wMy at home guaranteed Call 7 days (407) 875-2022 em.
0661H40

95 SPECIALIZED ROCKHOPPER MOUN
TAIN BIKE
$275 EXCELLENT CONDITION
CALL AFTER 5:00PM M-F. 354-0317
BEERREFRIDGERATOR
with al equipment - $i 50
686-8651
Our compoany will be hiring motivated BGSU
students who are looking to build an extensive
resume, earn an innrship and gain valuable
experience in Marketing, Management, Sates
and General Business. Earn $8,000 T $9,000next summer working m the following
areas: Maumee, Perrysburg, Sylvanla and
Toledo. Positions are filled on a first come first
serve basis. For more informaDon call QTP at
i 800-356-5967.
Rottweiler puppies. Bred tor massive size.
Available now Full txcoded $250
Call 1-419-436-0542
VW Golf 1986 2dr.. 5spd.. low miles, very reliable, cheap D operate. $1999 419-866-5288.
collect.

FOR RENT
1 A 2 bdrm. apartments
Available Now
Newlove Rentals' 352-5620
1 Grad Student subleaser needed, Spring
1997 1 bedroom, close to campus. Please call
352 3603
2 and 3 bdrm houses for rent
Call Preferred Properties at

352-9378
2 bdrm house A also i bdrm apt. 354-8800
4 bdrm house near campus. 1000/month plus
utilities No pets Secunty deposit and good
retorences CaB 352-8160.
Large 2 bdrm. apt*, tor rant
Call Preferred Properties at

352 9378
Subtoasers needed immediately tor
Columbia Courts Apartments. M/F
Please contact Shawna Motion
at 372-2763. SunAton.

430-7:30or 352 2559

Perrysburg Aquarium

Gyro

12' Cfuctftt or $2.75 SUTt*
Tuna Salad Sub
SUN

|Darkside

Hiring a second shift sanitation and dean up
person al a local fresh produce company. Starting pay 5 50. Call Greenlme Produce at
354-1149. Ask for Ryan

Fu* time/ Pert ome Cook needed mimed Must
be able to work Tuesdays and Thurdays Apply
in parson ® Mclntyres Real.. 110W, PoeRd
(Behind Rally's)

MOM

■a.

©

THE 1996 KEY YEARBOOKS
ARE HERE.
STOP BY 28 WEST HALL TO
PICK UP YOURS

CAFC

l^'King & Queen Elections and
Merchandise Sales. Union Foyer:
S 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

UNITID COLORS OP BO

HOMECXIIJINO PARTY SUBS

Baseball

Movie: trn'4 "Braieneart "(1995) R'

Movie: "SVieffl Wnnest WhinChMSi*' ■'•,■ X Silk Statkingt (in Stereo) 8ig Date

NIKKI HERMAN

s
s
s

KD • JENNIFER MATTHEWS' KO
Tha sisters of Kappa Delia would like to congratulate Jen kx receiving Panhel Intramural
ReoreaentaDve of the weak. You're doing a
great |Ob.
KD' JENNIFER MATTHEWS' KD

Homecoming?

S

s
S

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: MEN'S BOWL
rNG - OCT. IS: M A W CROSS COUNTRY I OCT. 16. ALL ENTRIES DUE IN 130 FIELD
HOUSE BY4Q3PMON DUE DATE.

IComedy

More and Lea Levine

Twilight Zone "Mute" X V (In Stereo) (Part 1oH) Mo^:'7he/nvBa3«>rVom*i"(l941)

Brewsier's Pour House
featuring
Midnight Marauders
DJ Entertainment
Tonight and every Wednesday

Alconol'a Impact
Hava you avar wondered
how someone's alcohol
use might hava impactad your
Me m the araaa ol:
•aatOng NmitaG-aallaalaem
'retaton ships
• assart) veness
Cat Sheila at Tha Center lor
Wanness & Pravanoon at

Keeneland |Thor'bred

Women's College Vofteybafl: Main al Wis.

ATTENTION STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
PUBLICITY OFFFICERS • l«tark your calan
dart for this year's Publicity Workshop on
Wednesday. October 9. 1996 at 7:00pm in tie
Alumni Room ol [he Union. Gel GREAT information on advertising events on campus from
tha Associate Director ol Public Rotations For
more information call the Student Life Office at
372-2643.

372-9355

Add Brsadsticks - $2

Comics Come Home (R) |PulpComlc |A-List X

PBA Bowtmj Cleveland Open. (Lw)

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTSIII Grants A
acholarahlpa available tram asonaoralll No
prepayment!, everfl! SSSCaah tar Oc4legeW For Info: 1-800-;<3-2<3S.

•Al Greak Tailgate PartySaturday. Oet 1201
11:00am -1 00pm
At tha Intramural Fields
Fraa Food and Funl

No Limit!
Hurry!

daily Show (Absolutely |Ullman

ATTENTION STUDENTS
Vote for Homecoming King A Queen
today n From 9:00am -4 00pm in
the Union Fcyerll
ATTENTION STUDENTS

Pragnant'
Fraa pregnancy lasts Contidaniial and caring.
354-4673 BG Pregnancy canttr.

—PHI MU—PHI MU—PHI MU—
JukaandUchalla.
KVaicoma lo tha tamlly I
Love you lots1

Your parents hava dona a lot for you1
Now it's Dme to pay them back!
Entor your parant(s) m tha
Parents ol the Year Easay Contaet
Essay topic: Your moat memorable moments
with your parents) and caregrver. Forms
are available in Via UAO off.ee. 330 Union
Entries due by noon Mon.Oct 14.
Tha winning parents) will be honored
during Parents Weekend Nov. 6th, 9th, 10th
It you hava any questions, call the into
line© 2-7164.

IVIED.
11TEM
PIZZA

[Thor'bred

USALive

THE 1996 KEY YEARBOOKS
ARE HERE.
STOP BY 28 WEST HALL TO PICK
YOURS UP

372-M55

IRick Minler Tonne

House ol Horror

lUSALrve

|Politically

Movie: •• "Acne ftcJ>"(1994) Macaulay Cukn. X |Movkt: *»'i "DropZone"(1994) Wesley Snipes. 'R Artist X

Sis Million Dollar Man

STUDY ABROAD RETURNEES
Coma learn how to market your international
t«penence at a session sponsored by the Career Services Office and the Study Abroad Office Laam how to write your resume now that
you hava studied abroad and see what additional opportunities are available to you. This
session begins at 330pm on Monday. October
14 in the State Room in the Union.

Alcohols Impact
Hava you avar wondered
how someone's alcohol
UH might hava impactad your
N '• m tha araaa of:
'setting limita
'self-esteem
Vetolonshipe
'assert) veness
Call Sheilaat The Center lor
Wen new and Prevenoon at

Sportscenter

Blonlc Woman

STOMP
A Rare Musk: Art
Sat October 1948pm
Stranahan Theatre
Sign up Oct 7-16
in the UAOOff.ce 330 Un-on
$22 without transportation
$24 with transportation
for more into call 2-7164
sponsored by UAO

•All Greek T*lfla» Party*
Saturday, October 12th
11 .-00am -1:00pm
Al the totramural Fields
Free Food and Fun!

WBGU M.I FM DJ Training
begm s October 10 at 9:00pm
in 105 South Hall

This Is the PGA Tour

Dream On

Up Close

Battlestar Galactica

Dance Marathon
Logo Deelgn Competition! that repreeente
DM
giva us your bast design' It will be used (or all
1997 Dance Marathon itemsi
Anywhere in your design include:
*A Challenge Today. A Brighter Tomorrow
•Bowling Graan State University
•banarrting the Childran's Miracle Network
•Denos Mention 1997
Designs are due in on October 11 by 5pm at
440 Student Services Queabons? Contact
Dawn at 2-3207 or tha DM office at 2-0530
Dance Marathon

CAMPUS EVENTS

Cnminal Jus bee Organizabon Meeting
Guest Speaker: Tory Caei: on
Role of Education in Law Enforcement
Wed. Oct. 9.9:1 Spm
117BA
Everyone Welcome ill

| Bradbury

M*YI"(I964)

Ullmsn

TKpECaffuor
Tea with 12'Sub
SS3-9WHA

Over 140 Tanks of Fish
20 Gal. Tank and Fluorescent Hood
29 Gal. Tank and Fluorescent Hood
55 Gal. Tank and Fluorescent Hood
Only 15 MinutflS from BG.

420 Louisiana Ave.,
Perrysburg

(419)874-6504

l

$39.00
$49.00
$99.00

